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MlJLTI·PURPOSE VEHICLES 

This article is meant to introduce several 
types of special cars produced by the Hun
garian antoIllotiyE' ill(h15try~ offering a ,\~';dE' 

range of possibilities in the field of transport. 
Even this short description will manifest 
the advantages of special cars in comparison 
with the previously used, out-of-date trans
port methods. \'\'hen designing these special 
purpose vehicles. increased attention has 
}Jeen devoted to the actual transport require
ments. Thus. our special cars can fully answer 
the requirements of economic transport. 

The quick transport of milk is nowadays 
inconceivable without up-to-date milk tank 
cars. Three different types are beiug built 
for this purpose. 

A milk-tank body consisting of a double 
container with a total capacity of ·.1000 I 
is built on a Csepel D ·ISO chassis. The engine 
is a .1,-cylinder diesel engine of 95 HP output. 
The containers are made of rustproof steel 
and are completely heat-insulated. The imula
tion is made of synthetic resin. with 0.5 "K" 
yalue. The car is also provided with a pump 
driven from the gearbox. This allows pump
ing up, respectively discharge of the milk. 
A vacuum-system pump is used. having the 
advantage that the milk is not passing through 
it and thus does not get churned. A further 
adyantage is offered by the fact. that for 
cleaning the pump has not to be disassembled 
as it does not get into contact with milk. 
All drain tubes and fittings are made of 
stainless steel. Thus, for desinfection and 
sterilization alkaline and acid solutions 
may be employed in perfect compliance 
'with the sanitary prescriptions. Pump capac-
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ity: -100 huin .. pnmping depth: 6 m. deliwry 
4 m. A tank-trailer with a container of 
3000 1 capacity can be coupled to the car. 
thus simuitaneously 7000 Jiters of milk can 
be transported. This model is excellently 
suitable for smaller milk collecting centres 
and the supply of milk bars. 

Another type of milk transport tank is 
that mountcd on the chassis type Csepel 
D 510 wit.h a container of 6S00 I capacity. 
The vehicle is powered by a 6-cylinder diesel 
engine of US HP output. The three-part 
container allows the simultaneous conyey
ance of three different milk sorts. Thi" type. 
too. is fitted with a \"Hcuum pump, driven 
from the gearbox. The perfect insulation 
ensures that the temperature and acid con
tent of the milk are kept at a constant value 
which is of paramount importance. This car 
is designed for the quick transport of milk 
from collecting centres to remote industrial 
plants. 

The third type is a milk tank mounted on 
a Csepel D 710 chassis. The car is driven by 
a diesel engine of U5 HP output. The body 
eonsists of two insulated containers with 
a total capacity of 6500 liters. The containers 
can be discharged independently from each 
other. The shape of the body harmonizes 
with the up-to-date lines of the driver's 
cab. The driver's cab has two rows of seats 
which in view of the long distances to be 
co\"ered. can he transformed into couches 
for two persons. The panorama-windows of 
the cab offer the driver perfect sight in all 
directions and secure comfortable driving. 
A similarly insulated milk-transport trailer 
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with .5500 I capacity can be coupled to the 
car, thus making possible the 5imultaneous 
tral15port of 12 000 1 milk. Thi5 type can be 

yehicles may be used also for the conyeyance 
of other perishable foods, where an increase 
of the temperature during transport is of 

C,epel D 510 milk-tank car. 

,,'ell employed for the quick and hygienic 
transport of milk from rural dairy plants to 
larger citie5 and milk proec55ing plants. 

Further improyements of this special 
means of transport are being planned and 
the types to be turned out in the coming 
years will be fitted with plastic containers. 
which will hayc as result the reducing of 
dead weight ann increase of payload. 

In addition to milk transport the aboye 

harmful effect and must be absolutely ayoid
ed (wine, edible oiL distilled water etc.). 
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THE NEW PRODUCTS OF HUNGARIAN SURVEYING 
INSTRD1\IENT INDUSTRY 

Tacheometer TA-DI 

By 

F. PrSZTAY 

Dia~rmll lacheoll1Pter" are \\'ide-,pread 

III topugraphie sllr\·eyin~. The inlprOYt'lnent 

(J!' thi~ type ofin:-,trnnlf'nt i;-: a Ye1':- ilnportant 

problen1 for t'Yf-ry 111,-111u1'<1('t uring uilllpany 

of :-,urvt·ying in:::tnl1neIlt~. It is ea~ily pos:--ible 

to C0I11ply with tht~ n>(fllin~llle!lt" ('oll(,t~r!liIl~ 

the accuracy of nH~a~nrelnent:-' as a lo\\-t~r 

d",rl't'e of preei-iun i- -ati"Llctor" in thi" field 
of ..:ur\-(·ying. hut tht" rapidity of Inf'a~llrillg 

ha:-- to he regarded for a ql1(>~tion of capital 

irnpnrt<.lll('e in desi~nin~ \\-ork. The greate:-::t 

part of t aChe0I11t'ters gPlu>rally u:-,ed are of 

tJH' diagrarn t ypP. gh-ing directly di .... lancc . ..; 

reduced lo tiw horizontal and l,eight diff,'r

ene"". The mnltiph'in!! con"tant in thi" 

type of ill"trnment is l1"nallv lOO for mea"ur

in~ di-lane,'" and Illay he dlO"ell from 10. 
:20 and ~o for de\erminin,r hpig:ht diffeJ'C'nce". 

Tlw ,liagram tacheollleter Ta-DI (Fig. 1). 

den'loped in :\IO.\L differ" from the former 

type" by making it po:'sibl,> to choose lOt) 

or ~O(J for multiplying conHant. Thi" is an 

adyalltage~ especially ,\-hen Inea5uring lon~er 

distance~. 

,rhen the telescope i- turned around it" 

horizontal [lxi:,. the glass circle reyoln'" to 

the oppo,ite direction, its angular \'elocity 

h('ing twice as much a" that of the telescope. 

l-sing thi" ratio of angular H'loeities it \nlS 

possible to substitute diagram eurn's with 

circles .. \s the diagram circles rnn all around 

the ~las" circle. the instrument can he applied 

to tacheometric measurements in both 

po"itiollS of telescope. 

Its error of distance measuring does not 

exceed -10-20 cm for measuring 100 Ill. 

cl epending on whether 100 or 200 i" chosen 

for Innltlplyin::r ('t)n~~ant. \Yhen nlea~urill~ 

lH~i:;ht difffT(~EC{,:~. it:-: t'rror i~ It·s:,, than 
;:)-_.- L; ('111 r(·latini£ to a li!..;.ta!lCe of 100 

Fig. 1 
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metres, when 20 or 50 is used for altitude 
multiplying constant, the greater values of 
errors are corresponding to the greater 
multiplying constants in both cases. 

The instrument can be used for any sur
Yeying ,,-ork requiring a lower degree of 
precision. Its centring base makes it applic
able even to traversing. too. 

Reading th .. circles is carried out by a 
graduated micro,cope. Then mean error of 
pointing is bet\\-ecu 6" and 

both po"itions of tekscope. 

n'! 
o 

Tele~('ope 

.Jlagllificatiull ............ . 
Aperture of objective ..... . 

Field of view ........... . 
jIultiphing ('ons-tant for 

111ea~nrillg dj~tancf'~ ..... 

jIultiplyinir e0l1::,t<111t i'0f 

Illea::,uring: height diffcren('('~ 
Additi\-e ('on"tant ........ . 
Short('st focusinir distance ., 

measured in 

~·l-fold 

.1{1 111111 

100 and 200 

20 and 50 
n 
'J -_ .. ) m 

Leyels (scnsith-it\- pro 2 mm graduations) 
Plate lenl .............. .30" 
_Altitude 1('Yel ............ :31Y' 
Accuracy of ,,(''.ling by coin-

ciding huhhk f'JHls ....•. about 1" 
Circular level _ .... , ...... . 

Gradnated glass circles 
Diameter of horizontal circle 
Graduation inten-al 
Interval of numbering ..... 
Graduation on reticule of 

3·1 
1 
le 

microscope ............ l' 

III 111 

19 
19 

Reading by estimation 0,1' 0,2e 
Diameter of vertical circle 76 mm 

(graduated and numbered 
like the horizontal one) 

:Uagnification of circle read-
ing Inicroscope 67- and 76-fold 

jIcasures and weights 
Weight of instrument 5.6 kg 
Height of horizontal axis 

from base plate ........ 200 mm 
Length of telescopic tripod . 9-W mIll 
Weight of telescopic tripod. . 5.1 kg 

Length of staff ........... . 1.5111 
5.-1 kg Weight of staff 

Extra accessories 
Trayersing equipment consisting of the 

following items: 
.., tripods 

2 targets in a comlllon metal case 
yertical staff, 1.2 m lonf!: 

"-ooden case with shoulder strap 
Tubular compass 
Prismatic compa,s 

Clwrac/aiMics of mechanical design 

The fixing and slow-mot ion sere"-s as wc 11 
<.1~ thr- yertieal axi:c: :-:y:-:tel11 af(' just the SHine 

a, that of the theodolite Te-Cl. It" vertical 
eire1e j~ rotat(~d hy a spur gear turning: -2 t1 

if \\-('" denote the eorre~ponding yalne of rota~ 

tion of its telescop" hy (I. Praetically no 
backlash can he pcrcein>d in the' spur gear 
because of the' preloaded spring deyice cm
ployed in this instrnm(>llt. This spring deyicc 
does not apply any force to the horizontal 
axis as the sprinir i" not fastened to a fixed 
point. So the telescope tan he turned around 
its horizontal axis. 

As the diagram circle rotate's hayillg twice 
as great angular yclocity as th" t('lc-scope- has, 
it i, possible to d('termine a hest fitting cirele 
which within a giYPIl limit of error can be 
substituted for the distance measuring Clln-e 

accurding to the well-known formula for 
horizontal diagram line,: 

where 
{/ 

a 

{/ 

:c' cos::! (J. 

1 
kt ~ ~- sin 2 (1 

2 

distance of diagram curyes. 
re''l1ltant focus of telescope. 
vertical angle of telescope. 
multiplying constant for distance 
Ineasuring. 

Each distance measuring curye and the 
corresponding best fitting circle have only 
3 common points. ::'i aturally, this cau"e, an 
error in distance measuring, the maximal 
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,,-alues of errors, howeyer, occur at high ,,-alues 
of altitude angle and only when the multiply
ing constant 200 is nsed. For example, choos
ing 200 for multiplying constant at an altitude 
angle of 30 degrees, the systematic error of 
distance mea;mring is 8 cm, at a distance of 
100 m. This error is not too much because 
the altitude angles ahoye 25 degrees are 
infrequent and the error, of estimation and 
of reading are considerably greater and even 
the sum of the maximal values of all these 
errors is ,till less than the allowed error limit. 

Characteristics 0/ optical design 

The t,"re-cope of t1w instrument is analla
tic. lilt he area bt.,t ,\'cen diagra!Il 1il1e~ it 
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gives an accurate optically corrected image. 
The diagram lines are projected into the 
field of vision and can be obseryed together 
with the image of the staff. The optical sys
tem of the instrument and horizontal circle 
readings eau be seen in Fig. 2. The telescope 
gi\"es an erect image. In case of choosing 
100 for multiplying constant, the base line 
is the lower diagram line. When measuring: 
yertical angles the concentric diagram cb.·cle 
in middle of the field of yiew is to be used. 
The field of yiew of the telescope can be 
fonnel in Fig. 3. 

Grcles are read on one ,.ide only. 1 minute 
can be directly read and 0.1 minute can be 
reliahh' estimated. In a series of five measure-
1ne11ts the 111PHl1 error ut' e~ti1l1atioll of a 

~i1l1ple 111CaSnrt.'!11ent 1:3 l('~s than -- 3.5" 
The cirde,. of the instrumC'nts. bC'fore 

building in. were subsided to thorough ex
aminations. The method employed to inyesti
gate th(' ('rror~ due to Ini::;plaC:(,lnf~l1t~ of 

circle gradlHttiol1 is hased npon the theoretical 
research work made In- Dr. Heuyelink of 
Delft l'niycrsity. III the reading sYstcm there 
"-as all optical Inierorneter illstead of a gradu
ated microscope enabling: the ob,."n"('r to 
read to I' and to estimate to 0.1'. ThC' me as
nred angle was -15'. The diametral errors 
dellotpd by .Jr( are included in Fig:. -k The 
T errors, characteristic of the reliability of 
graduations are: 

Fig. 2 
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accessories too. Hungarian Optical \'\' orb. 
C;\10}I) deYeloped a series of this accessories 
for use with their ne"- and former theodolite". 
A" an example of the"e supplementary instru
ment". now we introduce the new 2 m inyar 
mbtense bar (Fig. 5). 

It" principle of measurement is the follow
ing: a theodolite is set up oyer one ent! of the 
distance to be mea"ured. and a .. ubtense bar 
is set up oyer the other end representing a 
con"tant base. The subten:'c har should be 
horizontal and perpendicular to the said 
distance. Projecting tll(' end marks of th,' 
,.uhtcn,.e har to the horizontal plane intcr
s('cting the eC'lltn' of the th.:odolitc. Wc' 

/ 
! 

. ..-', 
I "\ 

;" \ 
I \ 

/ 
/ 

.I 

/ 

175"" 

Fig.!: 

T 

T 

3. ~1" 
2.82" 

-2.3_1" 
2.15" 

The instrument is supplemented by a 
telescopic staff for tacheometry. Thc height 
of the instrument can he adjusted on this 
staff. 

2 III Invar 5ubtense bar 

Besides an up-ta-date instrument. mud
ern sun-eying work requires a series of 

obtain an i50eei('~ triangle: its apical angle 
can be measured according to Fig. 6. The 
desired horizontal distance can he obtaine,l 
as a function of this apical angle: 

b 
D = --ctg :2 ~ 

where 

D the distance to be measured reduced 
to the horizontal in metre,.. 

b = length of bar in metres. 
., , apical angle in degrees or grade5 

according to the theodolite used. 
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As theodolites measure a projection of the 
angle no fnrther reduction to the horizontal 
i~ necessary. 

with the former types Te-Dl, and 17 KS 
according to the precision of measurement, 
required. When, for example, a distance of 

Fig. ;; 

The sub tense bar ha, heen designe,l for 

IISP with the theodolites Te-Bl, Te-Cl, and 

left 
1;1 o 

Fig. 6 

7 P"riodi.·,. Pol),! er-hnieo ~1. 1Y;2. 

right 
4' 

about 100 m is to be measured with an erro]' 
remaining under 2 cm, then the error of angle 
measurement should remain less than 1" 
as such a variation in apical angle would 
alter the computed distance as much as 
2.5 cm. If results are to be obtained rapidly 
and precisely a one-second-theodolite, for 
example Te-Bl has to be used. The results 
of measurements can be obtained with the 
same accuracy when using an angle-multiply
ing repeating theodolite, for example 17 KS 
made by Hungarian Optical Works (~IO::\l) 

but considerably more time will be required 
to reduce mean errors by multiple reading. 
This subtense bar is especially suitable for 
precise traversing, determination of the ca
mera stations in terrestrial photogrammetry 
and of points of minor control for aerial 
photogrammetry. Use of invar rod em.ure 
that the influence of temperature variations 
may be neglected. 
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Fig. '"" 

Sperificat ion 

Distallloe of target mark" ~ m 
:'IIagnifieation of !'ight-

ing device 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 207-1'01<1 
Field of view 0 0 0 0 0 • • • G-
Overall length ........ 207 cm 
Weight of subten;.;e bar ·l kg 
W' eight of subteme bar 

with canvas bag and 
centring base....... G.5 kg 

DimemiolH' of bag 120 I B' 15 cm 

Characteristics of design 

The 2 m invar suhtense bar consists of 
two tubes made of aluminium alloy, a solid 
head in middle of the bar, and two housings 
for the target marks on the outside ends of 
the tubes. There is an invar rod in both tubes 
running along the axis of them somewhat 
le,,!' than I Il1 in length. The tulws are con-

neeted to the head by means of bayonet
sockets to facilitate dismantling for transport 
purposes. The mark holders are designed 
to provide for temperature compensation. 
The inner ends of the inyar rods are pressed 
together by a spring applying a constant 
force to the contact points. The length of the 
bar and the distance between end marks is 
therefore independent of changes in length 
of the tubes or of dilatation of the head. 
Two pairs of con tact surfaces are placed ill 
the inner end of the tubes making it possible 
to reestablish the exactly adjusted distance 
betwt'cn target marks. Oue of both pair,; 
has a flat contact surface and the other 
a spherical one, each precision manufac

tured (Fig. 7). 
The effective distance between target 

marks can be adjusted by comparing it to 
an etalon one-metre rod. For this reason, 
the 2 m distance has to be divided into two 
I III part:; hy a mark in the head it ean he 



se~11 by removing the front plate of the head. 
Each 1 m rod can be separately adjusted by 
ttuning around the corresponding inner 

contact scrc'''" in thc head. The distance 

between target marks is factory adjusted 
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is conducted by the inyar rods insulated 
from the body of the subtense bar. When any 
one of the contact scrcws would occasionally 
happen to fail to reestablish connection, the 
corresponding mark would rCIllain dark 

Fig. 8 

with great aceura('y, so there IS no Ile~d for 
readjusting by compari,.on ev~n during 
a long period of work. 

The target marks on the outer cnd of 
hoth tubes include a metal plate bearing 
a mark (Fig. 8) painted in unglazed hlack 
and whitc for meamremcnts by daylight 
and a boring in the target platc covered hy 
a circular glass window with a point and a 
concentric circle on it to be illuminated for 
night work. The shape of the painted mark 

facilitates precise pointing with a "ingular 
cross-hair on short and long distances alike 
as human eyes are most susceptible to obselT
iug a s.Ylllrnetrical position. 

The illuminated circular mark:; can be 
adjusted to agree with the painted target;; as 
it is possible to turn th~lll around with their 
eccentric setting thus altering the (horizontal) 
di~tance between them. 

For ,.ource of current a large hattery 

hangs on one leg of tripod. Qne pole runs 
through the head and hoth tuhes, the other 

7* 

preypntin1; ,,·rong lllca:->urClnent::-:. and indit'at~ 
ing at thc ,.amc time whidl contact ;,crcws 
are to be examined. 

The sighting device of the suhtcu;<c har 
being in middle of the head a;o'sures it:- ,.trict 
perpendicularity to the line to be meaf'llrcd. 
By rotating a pri,.m the tde"cope can he 
pointed at the theodolite C"l."Cl1 when it is 
"ituated higher or lower according to field 
conditions. 

The :mhtemc har can he applied to diffn
ent types of theodolites as mentioned aho"l."e. 
Different centring bases arc suitable to the 
theodolites applicable en"uring interchange
ability. 

The sllbtense har IS tran"portahlP in 
a canyas hag the tubc:; taken apart from the 
head (Fig. 9). 

Results of T1lcaSllfeT1H'Tlis 

Several measurements were accomplished 
by the Geodetic Research Institllte in Sopron 
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Fig. 9 

with the prototype of the mbtense bar. 
Acknowledgements are made to the director 
of the Institute, Dr. ing. h. c. dr. Antal 
Tarczy-Hornoch, member of the Academy 
of Sciences for his kind permission to accom
plish these measurements. Of a part of these 
investigations relating to the examination 
of main parts of the sub tense bar now we 
give:1 short summary. The results are arranged 
according to the different causes of errors. 

left right 
a~i======~()=?======4 

Fig. 10 

The influence of curndlless of the invar 
rod is negligible even after a long time of 
field work, because the measuring device is 
protected against mechanical effects bv 
"trong metal tubes and the measuring rod is 
snpported in every 50 cm by discs. 

The influence of deviation from the hori
zontal was examined by setting up two theodo
lites, each facing a target mark of the sub
tense har as can he seen in Fig.IO, at a distance 
of ahout 9.2 m from the marks. Choosing 
a point on each target mark easy to identify 
altitude angles were measured before aud 
after removing hoth tubes, lifting the head 
up and replacing them again. This measure
ment was repeated ten times and the greatest 
angle difference was found to he 8 seconds. 
This gives an alteration ill length of the meas
uring base no more than 0.00003 mm. The 
unidirectional vertieal deviation of end marks 
was found to give a difference as little as 
0.000 06 mm in base length. The results 
show that this type of error remains within 
allowahle limits. 

The sighting device was examined also 
hy a theodolite. A line was staked out exactly 
perpendicularly to the distance between the 
theodolite and the centre of the centring 
base of the subtense bar at the terminal 
(Fig. 11). The maximal deviation of the sub-
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tCIlse har from thi,.. lin(' wa" found to be S 
l11il1utes in direction eansillg no greater an 
error than 1.3 mm at a distance of 100 m. 
This re:;ult was controlled by an indirect 
measurement and result,. agreed within 20°,). 
This W~Ii;, howeyer, an error of the prototype 

left right 
~~====90~_R---~-~~-~3 

:R) I 
, / 

f-/ , 

A 
? 

Fig. 11 

that can be corrccted by adjll:;ting the i-ight
ing deviee within a possible limit no greater 
than 1'. 

The yariation of the distance of targH 
mark, because of erroneous assembling of 
tubes was examined according to Fig. 2. 
The angle :.' was measured by a theodolite 
four times (to reduce errors of angle mcasure
ments). Then the tubes were remoyed from 
the head and replaced again and in this 
position was the angle:.' measured abo four 
time:;. This "cries of four measurements was 
repeated ten times. The theodolite was used 
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without altering the PO"ltlon of the vcrtieal 
axis to influence all re,;uits equally. It was 
found, that the mean error of base length 
'W,1::5 -+- O.S/f -+- O.B" in the distance of 
1).025 m. This causes a mean error a:; much 
as --- 2- == 3.5 mm in the di"tance when 
1 00 m is directly measured in one step. The 
mean error was determincd from the results 
by using the formula 

where 

,11, the mean error ofha:;e length caused 
by erroneolls assembling of tubes 
in seconds: the corresponding linear 
yalue in mm can he computed if 
the distance between the theodolite 
and subtense bar is known. 

/If the whole mean error of H single 
mea,mrement in seconds. 

flm the mean error of pointing and 
reading in seconds. 

The mean error Pi is the greatest of those 
mentioned aboye. but yet much less than the 
mean error of angle measurement:; usual in 
practice, depending on the theodolite, this 
result, therefore, satisfies all practical require

ments. * 
If target marks are not symmetrical to 

thc axis of the centring hao'c, an error of 
excentricity is caused. This type of error, 
however. can he neglected as eycn at the 
n~ry short range of 10 m it eau:;es an error 
in the computed distance less than 1: ·to OOOth 
of the total length. 

\Ve hope, that this introduction of new 
imtrumenb will give a help to the surveyor:; 
in practical work. 

• All the mea:-llrf'meut", We're carried out by theodolites giving direct reauing to 0.1'. 




